
NEW! MAGIX Fastcut – Straight to the Action Video Editing
Optimized for Action Cams
Make every adventure truly unforgettable with MAGIX Fastcut: The new video editing software optimized for GoPro and other
action cams. Anyone can use Fastcut's editing templates and extensive features, designed specifically for editing action cam
footage, to make action-packed movies in no time at all.  Regardless of whether you are a mountain biker, skier or surfer,
Fastcut makes it possible for everyone to set the perfect stage for their adventures.

Make every adventure truly unforgettable with MAGIX Fastcut: The new video editing software optimized for GoPro and other action cams.
Anyone can use Fastcut's editing templates and extensive features, designed specifically for editing action cam footage, to make action-
packed movies in no time at all.  Regardless of whether you are a mountain biker, skier or surfer, Fastcut makes it possible for everyone to set
the perfect stage for their adventures.

Launch the Program and you're Ready To Go

Fastcut makes importing data fast and easy. You can edit videos directly on your camera or import them via SD card or USB cable. Thanks to
the proxy editing feature, you can quickly and smoothly edit 4K and HD recordings saved on your memory card. 

Get the Perfect Video in Just a Few Steps

Fastcut allows you to manually edit your videos or have them automatically composed for you. For automatic editing, Fastcut offers a wide
range of thematic templates with fitting songs, cuts and transitions. This way you can quickly and automatically piece together all your
recordings to fit the beat of the music. Additional effects such as vintage look, tracking shots and slow-motion effects can also be added
individually.
More Ways to Make Amazing Videos:

Action cam recordings stand out because of their special qualities. Some of these are desirable, others not:

For example, if you mount your action cam upside down or to the side of your mountain bike, then the resulting recording will often be skewed.
Fastcut allows you to correct the alignment of your footage with one click. Shaky footage can also be easily corrected during the editing
process.

Many action cams record in wide-angle format, which can sometimes lead to distortions. Fastcut can remove these fisheye effects within a
matter of seconds.

Uneven lighting conditions and intense colors are common occurrences in extreme settings. Thanks to automatic image enhancements, you
can optimally adjust the colors, brightness and contrast in your footage. Even backlit recordings can be quickly and easily corrected.

Wind noise and changes in volume are unavoidable when it comes to aerial recordings, but Fastcut can easily minimize these disturbances.

Share Worldwide.

After you've finished customizing your filmed adventure, it's time to share it with the world: Present your video on your PC, on mobile devices,
or online on YouTube, Vimeo, Facebook and showfy.

Fastcut is available now online for a special introductory price of £39.99.

Key Features:
Designed to work with all standard action cams
Easy-to-use controls: Start the program & you're ready to go
Extremely fast: Automatic video editing mode with special action templates
Extremely precise: Switch modes for custom editing
Cinema-quality effects: Animated transitions and templates
Spectacular music suitable for different video lengths
Proxy video editing optimized for GoPro: Smoothly edit 4K & HD action cam videos
Automatic image enhancements such as image stabilization and distortion correction
Audio filter for removing wind noise
Present videos anywhere: On TV, mobile devices or online

PRESS Material 

Packshots MAGIX Fastcut (JPG in 4C and RGB with 7,38 MB)
http://content.magix.net/press/de/presskits/fastcut_en/packshots.zip

Screenshots MAGIX Fastcut (JPG in 4C and RGB with 1,50 MB)
http://content.magix.net/press/de/presskits/fastcut_en/screenshots.zip

Sytem requirements MAGIX Fastcut 
http://www.magix.com/gb/fastcut/detail/system-requirements/
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About MAGIX: 

MAGIX is an internationally active provider of software, online services and digital contents for use with multimedia products and services for
personal and business communication. MAGIX offers private and professional users a technologically demanding and at the same time user-
friendly range of software, online services and digital contents for design, editing, presentation and archiving of digital photos, videos, music,
documents and websites.


